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CHAPl'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the influence of bilingua1-
is~ on the acquisition of a third language. 
Bilingualism means the ability to express one's self with ease in 
two 1angueg es I 'y)th being spoken wi th a fair degree of accuracy, although 
the bra tongues may not be used with an equal amount of ski 11, nor may 
thErJ fulfill the s:un.e purpose. The one may be the language of the home, 
and of ordinary intercourse; the other, of business or of the school, for 
'which the first language is inadequate. Bilingualism results (1) when a 
child is reared in a political or educRtional envirol1!nent that demands the 
use of two languages, (2) when the offspring of a rs.cia1 L1termarriage 
acquires the language of both parents, (3) when a parent insists upon his 
child's learning a foreign tongue for the sake of material advantages tha.t 
he sees in such an acquisitionJ or (4) when a child is entrusted to the 
care of a nurse who speaks a foreign language. 
The present .~iter's interest in bilingualism grew out of her asso-
ciations in a class at Crane Junior College, Chicago, Illinois. It was 
there that the present writer first observed some facts which appeared to 
indicate that the students of bilingual achievement - individuals who 
spoke English and the mother tongue of their parents, such as Polish, 
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Italian and Je¥nsh - had an advantage over the monoglot English-speaking 
students in acquiring another language. The problem o£ whether or not 
there vras really an advantage seemed worthy o£ investigation, and when 
opportuni ty presented itself, the present study ,vas undertaken :ror the 
purpose of determining the effects o:r bilingualiS!ll on achievement in 
foreign languages. 
The effects of bilingualism on achievement in £oreign languages is o£ 
importD-"1ce to language teachers, psychologists, and educators. Yet these 
three groups have given little attention to this phase of foreign-language 
study. The present writer has not failed to make an effort to explore the 
Hterature in the £ield to discover studies made of foreign-language 
achievement, but the studies reviewed revealed no information of signifi-
cance to the present problem. They dealt with the relationship between 
foreign-language parfmtage and the child'::; intelligence or his school 
achievement: and were, almost exclusively, at the elementary-school level. 
Among these studies are those of Caldwell and Mowry (5), Friedl (11), 
Garretson (12), Harris (16), Kaulfers (21), Me.nuel and iV-right (24), 
Rice (29), Rigg (30), Saer (31), Smith (32), Wang (37), West (38), and 
. Yoshioka (40). 
It is a recognized fact that these studies are o£ dubious value so 
far as evidence concerning racial differences is concerned. The conclu-
sions given by these investigators indioate that di£ferences - such as 
environmental, sociological, educational, and psychological - exist, but 
these differences do not throw any light upon the ef£ects of bilingualism 
3 
on aclrievement in foreign languages. 
In our American sohools we have pupils who oome from foroign homes 
'where the environment is inferior, the sooial status of living is differ-
e111;, and the opportunities offered for an educational baokground are 
limited. We find individual differences of all types prevailing in the 
foreign-language classroom; and if the achievement of bilinguals in a 
foreign language is meager, we must be slow to attribute this faot to 
language disabi Ii ty, for it may be due to one or more other fac'cors, suoh 
as a poor physical condition, a low grade of intelligence, or social 
maladjustment in the classroom. 
As there has been almost nothing published relating to the influence 
of bilingualism on aohievement in foreign languages, it will be necessary 
to make a brief preliminary survey of the nature of language, and of those 
general laws of learning which apply to the acquisition of a language, a 
disoussion of which follows in Chap"t:;er II. 
In Chapter III the technique and the results of the present investi-
gation will be described in detail. 
In Chapter IV the interpretation of the results, tabulated in 
Chapter III, will be given. 
CHAPTER II 
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF LANGUAGB: 
GSN'SR}.L LAWS 
When one considers the important r~le 'Nhich lenguc.ge plrys in our 
prese-nt school curricula, it is almost incredible thet psychologists and 
educators have neglected the psychological principlAs governing effective 
language instruction. Few school subjects involve the interests of more 
ind5viduals, or are more written about, and with less agreement, than the 
subject of language study. The truth of this statement will scarcely be 
doubted by enyone'!ho attempts to find complete and convincing expliinations 
of the problems in1Tolved in mastering a langu.age. Methods for learning 
languages ere, indeed, frequently an~ intelligently discussed; but these 
discussions are, for the most part, pedagogical rather the.n psychological. 
Is the psychologist to blame for the lack of material in the field of 
langtwge study? 
Several reasons may be given in defense of the psychologist to 
explain his apparent neglect: (1) Modern lDnguage teachers mnke no pre-
tense at agreement as to the objectives to be attained. (2) Te3chers do 
not attempt to diagnose the causes for failure among pupils. (3) They o~ 
no renedial me"sures to elimin8te deficiencies in learning. The main 
ob,jActive of It''nguoge te~'.chers is to transmit the subject-mBtter of a 
4 
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foreign tongue, and to hope for the best results. If the teaohers oould 
reaoh an agreement about the most desirable objectives to be attained in 
a language, and if they were to diagnose the oauses of the fail~es, the 
psychologist might be able to give an analysis of the difficulties that 
arise during the learning process of a retarded pupil, and he might be 
able to suggest to teaohers the most efficient and valuable procedure '1:;0 
adopt in handling remedial cases. 
On the other hand, the brain machinery is very oomplex. .t',. p~,:\-cholo­
gist, to carryon soientifio observation, would need to use laboratory 
experimentation, and this' process, if it were aocurate, would lead to a 
very intricate problem; namely, the interpretation of the psychologioal 
prooesses as observed faots. The psyohologist, as yet, oannot observe the 
brain meohanism in a~tual operation, at least not in any detail. The 
intrinsio diffioulty of this observation may be considered as one of the 
most outstanding faotors that has delayed experimentation in this field. 
Despite the fact that there are several obstacles which prevent 
psyohologists from giving an analysis, we are able to obtain suffioient 
evidence dealing 1rl th the process of mastering a language to enable us to 
offer something of practical value to both the teacher and the student of 
psychology. In this chapter, then, we will discuss two topics: first, 
the prooess of aoquiring a language; arid secondly, those general laws of 
learning whioh apply to the aoquisition of material of any type, and whioh 
should be kept before the mind if one wishes to analyze the prooess of 
aoquiring control over a language. 
6 
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What psyohological prooesses take plaoe in the mind of a very young 
infant when he first learns to recognize objects is, necessarily, unknm·m. 
Undoubtedly, an infant is able to recognize objects long before he is 
capable of associating the symbol with the object; for example, a child 
who has been bitten by a dog will shrink when he sees a cat; or a child, 
if bitten by a poodle, will possibly shrink when he sees any type of furry 
animal. ~Yhen playthings or pets are given to the infant, the mother very 
often pronounces the name of the object or thing as she gives it to her 
child; for example, a mother holds a bottle of milk in front of her hungry 
baby and repeats the word bottle to him. Does the child in his own mind 
link up the name or symbol with the obj ect? Vie do not know. All we do 
know is that the baby, when the mother says bottle, keeps on crying until 
the bottle is placed in his mouth. 
At this stage of the infant's development, so far as we know, the 
child lives in a world of unnamed things. He is not capable of recogniz-
ing objects or things by names, but he is capable of showing signs of 
pleasure when he has satisfying experienoes, and of displa~~ng signs of 
dislike when he experiences annoyance. 
After the child has become able to differentiate between pleasant 
and unpleasant things, he commences to make babbling sounds, probably 
i!J'li tati ve in charaoter. We find the ohild gurgling la, ~, ahgoo, and 
uttering a variety of sounds at random, before he acquires any control at 
allover his vocal organs. Often the babble is very loud, noisy, and 
unpleasant to hear; it sounds like a mass of syllables running together, 
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flhioh appear 'to give the infant pleasure. As the babY' beoomes olfer, the 
babble ohange.s in character and becomes more like speech. 
SimultaneouslY' flith, or TerY' immediatelY' after, this imitative stage, 
we find the child uttering words without aQ1 comprehension of their mean-
ing. He is unable at this stage of development to use words with a knowl-
edge of their signif'ioanoe. He repeats words as a parrot does; for 
example, a child maY' hear an adult calling an individual a monkey, and 
upon hearing it spoken, the Y'oungster repeats it, although he does not 
comprehend its meaning. When the child later greets a caller with the 
salutation of monkey, he sals it merely fer the pleasure of hearing it; 
possibly, the adults laugh at him. Of this stage in the child's language 
deTelepment we maY' certainly affirm that there ~s a grewth in centrel ef 
the Tocal mechanilm; it seema prebable, a18e, that there ie a dawning 
consciouaness in the child's mind that a vecal utterance pessesses a 
significanoe for those who hear it. 
The time soon oomes when the mother finds it possible to. get the 
child to. asscciate a word with its appropriate object. By helding a 
piece cf candy in front ef the child and saying candy at the lame time, 
the parent causes the visible ebject to. be oonnected with the name ef 
the ebJect. This precedure enables the child to. fcrm a oennection be-
tween the two, and he is then able to utter the word candy wheneTer he 
sees the objeot. 
The Child, realizing in some inexplicable wal what his mether wishes 
- that is, that ahe de8iras him to. gi va the response ~ when he 18 
Ihown the obJeot - endeaTcrs to saY' the word; but, if he fails, he tries 
8 
again until finally he is able to pronounce it. 
Does the child know when he says oandy that he refers to that sub-
stance which adults call candy? It is very difficult for us to determine 
this. The only answer which may be given is that the child probably does 
not know the complete significance of what he is saying. Many children, 
having learned a word, will use it indiscriminately for various objects. 
They are often not able to differentiate; for example, to some children 
every woman is mama. 
Once a child begins to discriminate, he ceases to be parrot-like, 
and he begins to say words for some other purpose than the mere pleasure 
of repeating sounds; he uses words purposefully and comprehendingly. His 
one-word sentences express his reactions to Situations, his judgments, 
his desires, his emotions; through these single terms he manages to oonvey 
everything he wishes to communicate. When these one-word sentences do not 
produoe the satisfying results that he is aiming at, he begins to put a 
word or two more into his expressions to emphasize his wants. As his 
power over a language increases, he expresses more and more complex ideas, 
using more and more words. 
In the field of language development, there has been a tramemdous 
amount of literature written on the development of a child's vocabulary 
and sentence structure. The results obtained by investigators have proved 
most interesting. 
Studies made of the vocabularies of children under four years of age 
show that nouns, verbs, and adjectives occur at this period (3:95-124, 
~~. -----------------------------. 
., 
, 4:125-42, 27:1-73). Among the nouns appearing at a very early age are 
dada, mama,~. Verbs frequently used are give, ~, ask, ~, and such 
-
shortened expressions as ~ (for lift~) and ~ (for put ~). The 
earliest adjectives which are used by the child frequently relate to an 
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experienoe whioh has left a vivid impression upon him. Thus we find that 
the speoial qualities of food are among the first to be designated and 
differentiated by such adjectives as~, sweet, cold, hot, good 
(26:60). 
Among the studies made of the frequency with which these different 
parts of speeoh are used by children is that of Boyd (3:95-124), 
~ Development of .!: ~11..i.ld I S Vocabulary. He studied a young girl" 11 ving 
in Glasgow, Sootland, for a period extending from the seventeenth month 
to the age of five years (3:95). He found that at seventeen months of age 
the words used by the child were 70% nouns; and that verbs denoting 
action made up about 19% (3:97-98). The adjectives used at this period 
were Ifexceptional in oharacter, Ii and for the most part they were not really 
adjectives, but an inseparable part of a substantive (3:96-98). The 
adjectives were often misused for nouns (3:98). This same subjeot at the 
age of three years used 918 nouns out of a total of 1,657 words, or a 
percentage of 55.4; 344 verbs, or a percentage of 20.8; 165 adjeotives 
denoting quality, or a peroentage of 10; and 35 other adjectives, or a 
percentage of 2.1 (3:124). At four years of age she used 1,441 nouns out 
of a total of 2,598 words, or a peroentage of 55.5; 541 verbs, or a 
percentage of 20.8; and 294 adjeotives denoting quality, or a peroentage 
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of 11.3; and 70 other adjectives, or a percentage of 2.7. At all ages 
nouns were used more freely than any other part of speech; but as the child 
matured, verbs were employed with greater proportionate frequency (3:124). 
The investigation reported by Dorothea A. McCarthy (25:1-74) resulted 
in data similar to Boyd's. She kept records of the running conversation of 
140 subjects, selected at the age levels of 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, and 54 
months. The children were classified according to paternal occupation and 
intelligence (25:25-32). Ten percent of the children in this study heard 
a foreign language in the home and a special study was made of them 
(25:65). The analysis made of the parts of speech revealed a large pro-
portion of nouns in the vocabulary of the youngest children; as the 
subjects grew older they used fewer nouns and more verbs (25:155). The 
study also showed that bilingualism was not a serious handicap in lin-
guistic development, since the bilingual child needed only average time 
to make a response (25:66). 
Johnson's study, however, shows a more frequent use of verbs. He 
studied the speech used ~J seven children from 17 to 33 months of age 
during the waking time in a nursery school. He found that the number of 
the various parts of speech varied for different children (20:193-94). 
He states: 
The verb is found more frequently on the average 
and the noun and the pronoun occur almost as fre-
quently. The pronoun is used more often in con-
tractions than in single words (20:206). 
In making a frequency count of the various parts of speech in his study 
he found that the total count of nouns for seven individuals was 663, and 
~---------------------------------------------. ,- 11 
., 
the.t t~e different nouns uSAd ~as 393; the total count of verbs used was 
976, r,nd th9 total number of different verbs used '"as 398 (~O: 207). This 
study shows that as a child mrtures in oge he uses fewer nouns rnd more 
verhs; snd thct the verbs call :Oar 20re thought than the nouns. This con-
elusion agrees with that of Boyd (3:95-124). 
Madora E. Smith ( 33:1-9~ recorded the various p~rts of speech used 
effiong eighty-eight children from two to five years of age, tw~nty-five of 
'flho nl '.'rere observed more then once. The little ones were obtained from 
tYje preschool laboratory, the day nursery, and a home for the friendless. 
All the records were t~lken by the writer with the exception of t-;TO, the 
two 8erliest records of a girl five years of age, '-;hose 'Vocabulary W'as 
r·,corded by her mother (33: 13-14) • When the frequency of the various 
pe.rts of speech used was tabulated, it was found that at two years of age 
vorbs, nouns, and adverbs a.re used morA frequently than any of the other 
parts of spe8ch; and at three, fonr, and five years of age, verbs and 
pronouns predcminate (33: 24). S'ili th' s findings for the "'rarious parts of 
speech used by the child seem to be sim.ilar to those of Johnson (20: 190-
226) • 
Pelsma (27:1-73) reports a study very si.rnile.r to those of Boyd, 
Smith, and Johnson. He studied his daughter Elizebcth from the age of 
t':['3l ve months to thnt of forty-eight months. The ten words used in her 
vocabulary when she was twelve months old were obb:lined 1'lithout much 
trouble. The words used in her vocabulary at the ages of two, three, and 
four years ,'fere listed'ith H little more difficulty, and !l more definite 
procedure 'flaS followed. Three -,veeks before her second, third, and fourth 
611 
birthdays, a record of her vocabulary was kept (27:5). The methods that 
were employed to insure getting into the record all the words used in 
3lizabeth's vocabulary were as follows: (1) The daily cOINersation used 
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by the child during the three weeks before her birthday was recorded in 
detail. (2) When it was assumed that she knew the name of an object, 
action, attribute, or relation, and the word had not appeared in conversa-
tion, questions were framed to arouse the desired response. (3) l~en she 
was shown an object, she was asked to name it. The question usually ~vas 
in this form, ItVihat is it7" (4) At three years of age, Elizabeth often 
~p(lke of imaginary things, a practice common to children of that age; 
and the words used under such circumstanoes were recorded. (5) When the 
child V!aS four ;years of age, she W'aS old enough to notice that the words 
she used were being recorded, and she inquired why this was being done. 
She "'!as told that her father was interested and proud of her for knowing 
so many words. This ir..forL1.8.tion led the child to come up to her father fUld 
say: "I blOW • • • Have you that v.-ritten down?" (27 :6-7). 
The parts of speech recorded for Elizabeth Pelsrna at tW'elve months 
will be given; but her vooabulary at twenty-four, thirty-six, and forty-
eight months, respectively, only the first records of the words used will 
be gi van on account of the length of the lists. The f'olloV'ring is the 
list of the parts of' speech with the specific words arrt'Jlged alphabet-
ically: 
At 'l"welve Months: 
B. Nouns: baby_ 
D. Nouns: dada (daddy), dog. 
D. Adverbs: down. 
G. Verbs: go. 
I. Nouns: I (water) a few months later this was changed to "Iyah." 
K. Nouns: kitty. 
M. Nouns: mama. DIan. 
u. Adverbs: uppe (up). 
The total parts of speech at 12 months: nouns. 7 or 70%; verbs 1 or 
10%; (26:31). 
~ Twenty-four Months: ~ partial list only. used for illustrative 
purposes (27:l0~ 
A. Nouns: alarm-clock. alli;ator, apple, apron, ar-m, ashes, aunt. 
Verbs: am, ask. 
Adjectives: all, any. 
Adverbs: almost, along, after, away. 
Conjunctions: and. 
13 
The total parts of speech used at 24 months: nouns, 212 or 56%; verbs, 
88 or 23.3; adjectives, 37 or 9.9; adverbs. 21 or 3.6; pronouns, 8 or 2.7; 
prepositions, 6 or 1.6; conjunctions, 1 or .3; interjections 6 or 1.6 
(27:31) • 
.At Thirty-six Months: ~ partial list only, for illustrative purposes 
(27:14]. 
A. Nouns: alarm-clock, alliGator, apple, apron, arm. ashes, aunt. 
automobile. ox. 
Verbs: am, aren't, ask. 
Adjectives: afraid, all, any. 
Adverbs: after, almost, along, away. 
Conjunctions: and. 
14 
Total parts of speech used at 36 months: nouns, 406 or 59.8; verbs, ~7 
or 21.4; adjectives, 65 or 9.8; adverbs, 31 or 4.6; conjunctions, 1 or .1; 
prepositions, 9 or 1.2; interjections, 8 or 1.1; pronotms 14 or 2.0 
(27:31). 
At 48 I~:onths: l!: partial list only, used for illustrative purposes (27:l9} 
A. Nouns: afternoon, alligator, ankle, anybody, apple, apricot, apron, 
arm, aunt, automobile. 
Verbs: am, aren't, ask. 
Adjectives: a, afraid, all, an, another, any, around, awful. 
Adverbs: afterwhile, again, alike, along, almost, alone, allright.". 
anywhere, apart, around, away. 
Prepositions: across, after, at, around. 
Conjunctions: and. 
Interjections: "ab." 
Total parts of speech used at 48 months: nouns, 730 or 56.6; verbs, 
265 or 20.7; adjectives, 135 or 10.6; adverbs 86 or 6.8; prepositions, 19 or 
1.6; conjunctions, 5 or .5; interjections, 15 or 1.3; pronouns, 23 or 1.3 
(27:31). 
Pelsma's findinGS are similar to those of other investigators. A 
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child first uses nouns more frequently than verbs, urged thereto by the 
desire to refer to the many objects around him; but as he matures, he 
feels the need to use verbs, to tell what action was performed or what he 
wishes done: for example, Mama goes away. He also begins to use adjectives 
to tell what quality is possessed by a person or thing; for example, ~ 
candy: i!. sweet, ~ stove is hot. 
The child now has a functional knowledge of nouns, verbs, and 
adjectives. Years will pass before he acquires a formal knowledge of these 
parts of speech, a knowledge which no one needs to possess in order to 
speak: for as Herbert Spencer (35:106) has said: 
A language is spoken, and poetry written, many 
years before either a grammar or prosody is even 
thought of. 1~n did not wait till Aristotle had 
constructed his logic, to reason. In short, as 
grrumnar was made after language, so ought it to be 
taught after language: an inference which all who 
recognise ~ic:J the relationship between the evolu-
tion of the race and of the individual, will see 
to be unavoidable. 
The best studies on the development of the sentence sense in children 
are those of Dorothea A. McCarthy (25:1-174), ~ Language Development of 
~ Pre-School Child, and of Madora E. Smith (33:1-92), "An Investigation 
of the Development of the Sentence and the Extent of Vocabulary in Young 
Children. II 
We may summarize the results of McCarthy's study with 140 children 
of the age levels 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 54 months as folloWB: 
1. Comprehensible responses increased vdth the advance in chronolo-
gical age; and the percentage was much higher for girls than for the boys 
16 
., 
at each grade level. The most rapid increase was between 18 and 42 months 
(25 :68). 
2. The length of response varied according to the occupation of the 
father of each child; that is, children of laborers used fewer words than 
children of professional men(25168-9). 
3. The ourve for the mantal age construoted in relation to the mean 
length of responses was analogous to the one for the ohronological age 
(25169 ). 
4. The children who were constantly in the presence of adults showed 
a much greater mean length of response than the childran who associated 
chiefly with children (25:69). 
5. The childrm who had heard a foreign language at home were not 
handicapped in making responses; they were as quiok in responding as the 
others (25 :69). 
6. The average time for the first ten responses was lower than the 
average time for the remaining groups of ten responses. The investigator 
attributed this fact to the overcoming of timidness during the study 
(25169) • 
7. Readiness of response varied slightly with chronological age 
(25169 ). 
In olassifying the children's responses according to their grammatical 
structure, Dorothea A. McCarthy (25:109) in her study reported the 
following important facts: 
1. As the child -.tured in age, the structurally incomplete 
- 11 
responses deoreased (25~109). 
2. In the beginning, the ohild used a large munber of simple senten-
ces; but as he matured in age, he used simple sentenoes with phrases 
( 251109). 
3. The use of the oompound, the oomplex, and the "elaborated" sentenoe 
inoreased with the inorease in the ohild t sage (251109). 
4. In the beginning, the inoomplete responses used were ffJ'll in 
number; the there was an inorease in their use, followed by a deorease 
in proportion to the number of complete responses used (25:109). 
Miss Smith (33:23,21,66) summarized her findings pertaining to 
sentenoe struoture emOllg eighty-eight children from two to five years of 
age a8 follows: 
1. As a ohild increased in age, he used longer and more complete 
sentenoes (33:21). 
2. Deolarative sentenoes predominated at all ages (33121). 
3. As a ohild matured, the use of simple ssntenoes decreased; the 
use of oompound and complex santenoes increased (33'21). 
4. The number of questions inoreased (33:21). 
5. The use of exclamatory sentanoes decreased (33t21). 
6. The repetition of similar sent_ces decreased with age (33,66). 
1. At three and at four years of age, the ratio of complete to 
inoomplete sentences was greater tlwl at two years of age (33:66). JliIB 
Smith says (33:23) : 
The proportion of simple sentenoes to complex 
and oompound is another oriterion for indioating 
improvement in sentence struct .. e. Here 
the decrease in proportion trom year to 
year i8 not signifioant, although the de-
crease from two to tive years probably is 
signifioant. 
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We have previously disoussed several distinot aspects of linguistio 
development for the young monoglot, and eaoh has proved most interesting. 
There i. still a phase of language study which we have not considered as 
yet; namely, the development of the young bilingual. 
Does a ohild aoquire two languages simultaneously in the same way as 
he does one language? The aoquisition i8 probably similar; but, as the 
present writer has been unable to find any serious psychological study 
dealing with the bilingual, who apparently has been neglected by the 
psychologist, it is unwise to.ake any positive assertion8 ooncerning his 
linguistic development. We have said that in acquiring one language the 
ohild establishes a oonnection between a visible objeot and the word used 
by his parent to represent that obj ect. In acquiring a seoond language 
the child also establishes a connection between the same object and its 
different symbol, so that he has to acquire two terms for the same obj eot. 
The possible effects of the aoquisition ot the S8lD.e meaning for two symbols 
or sounds is discussed briefly by Johnson (201224-!5) I 
The ohild learns that cup means the object 
trom which he drinks milk. If it is sometimes 
called cup and again taue he must learn to 
make the same response to .both sounds. If we 
magnit,y these double s,ymbols tor all the ob-
j eots and act. in the environment we reduoe 
the number of symbols to whi ch the ohild can 
reaot oorreotly and promptly and we confuse 
him through requiring a selection of one or 
the other sound when he wishes to use a word 
to signify an obj ect. This diffioulty i8 
-increased when the child attempts rapid 
speech to signify a desire. This contu-
sion usually leads to a greater degree 
of emotion in speech reactions. He may 
learn to use the 'WOrds interchangeably 
but when he talks with other persons who 
do not know the foreign tongue he i. 
baffled by their responses. It would 
seem that the only method of teaching two 
languages to the infant without harmful 
effects would be to let one language dom-
inate. After a meaning of a word was 
established and the child used it auto-
matically then the same meaning could be 
attached to another word without as muoh 
interferenoe. If this foreign speeoh 
could be used with different persons than 
those with whom the native tongue is used 
interference is further reduoed by avoid-
anoe of the oonfusion of seleotion of 
response. 
Johnson 120l224~25) studied only "several" children. and gives no 
detailed data ooncerning any of them. Be reports that in eaoh oase the 
ohild's progress was not .atisfying in the "fUnotion of speeoh in sooial 
a.daptation. It Be states (20 :225) : 
If a. ohild is protected from other children 
adults may train him in the two speech fOrmll 
wi th fairly rapid development in both. The 
la.ter adjustment to other children is usually 
diffioult if ever adequate and contusion in thinking 
may persist into adult life. 
When one' 8 native tongue has been mastered 
and funotions adequately the aoquisition of a 
new tongue is suooes.tully made though the 
prized "speeoh like a native" rarely ooours. 
To plaoe the onus of two languages upon a 
ohild in his first years seems not only un-
desirable but not produotive of the desired 
ends. A:rter the elements of a language have 
been mastered there must be frequent use of 
it or much of it will be forgotten. Though more 
easily re-learned afterward the amount of learn-
ing by a child is of little value in oomparison 
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wi th concentrated effort after the 
native tongue has beoome adequate for 
ordinary demands. 
20 
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Summary 
We have seen, therefore, that in oonsidering the language develop-
sent of the young child we are confronted with an aotivity which inoreases 
very rapidly during the preschool period and which is never the same for 
any two individuals as to the time of its appearance. We:find the young 
child passing through saTeral prelinguistic stageu he merely babbles, 
he shows a tendenoy to im ta.te sounds and words which are incomprehensible 
to him; simultaneously with, or immediately a:fter, this imitative stage, 
he utters his first word. After the acquisition of the first word (usually 
followed by a rapid increase in the vocabulary), the child begins to 
combine 'WOrds; generally he uses the noun-verb combination, and there-
after there is a rapid increase in the length of a response. The child's 
speech becomes more comprehensible with his increase in chronological 
age. When the child begins to use 8entenoes, he expresses himself' in 
simple 8entences; but as he increases in age, he uses a greater number of 
compound and complex 8entenoes. In the initial period of linguistio 
development, nouns appear oftener than any other part of speech; later on, 
verbs ooour with a more proportionate frequency; adjectives, adverbs, and 
the ranaining parts of speech are used as the ohild matures. 
It is probable that a bilingual learns two languages simultaneously 
in a manner similar to that elJllloyed by the monoglot in his aoquisition 
of one language, but there is no evidenoe which the present writer CaD. 
find to prove this statement. 
., 
Before we discuss the acquisition of a foreign tongue by a high-
school pupil, we will explain briefly the factors that enable a child to 
become more proficient in learning a language. It is our purpose in this 
section of the present chapter to discuss the following laws of learning: 
exercise, frequency, recency, and effect, and two laws of association -
those of similarity and contiguity. The discussion on these laws will be 
divided into two parts, arranged as follows: a statement of the laws, and 
an explanation of each; and an analysis ot the laws as applied to the ac-
quisition of a language (Latin to be used for illustrative purposes). 
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We all know that the most simple way for us to improve any skill is 
to strengthen the counection formed between the Itimulus and response; and 
this il accomplished by exercise. The law of exercise defined in terms ot 
stimulus and response il as follows l39:390)~. 
~~ given stimulus arouses ~ certain 
response, .!!!!. linkage between ~ .timulus 
.!!!!!. that response .!!. improved Ez ~ exercise 
~ obtained, and thereafter the .timulus 
arouses the response more surely, more promptly 
than before. 
If we explain the law of exercise as applicable to the acquisition 
of a vocabulary and to the acquisition of pronunciation, we will notice 
that the repeating of a word with its meaning will strengthen the linkage 
of a word with its meaning. When the situation presents itself again, the 
word will be aroused more exactly and definitely. The word that individuals 
have the most occasion to use will predominate over the other word reac-
tions which have not bean exercised; for example, the word apple will 
probably be recalled more easily than the word watermelon because of the 
faot that the ohild uses the word apple frequently, while the needJror 
using the word watermelon occurs only during the BUmmer months. 
Closely related to the law of exercise is the law of frequenoy, 
.bich, one might say, is inseperable from the law of exercise. The law 
of frequency states (28:84) that 
if two or more events have been experienced 
together with a third one, and if on a sub-
sequent ocoasion the latter is re-experienced, 
then, all other faotors being constant, of 
all the assooiates with that experience, the 
one that has occurred most freguenilY will 
more likely be reinstated than any other. 
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The child who has aoquired the name. of three animals - elephant, 
lion, and ~- will recall the word dog before he will recall the word 
elephant or lion, because he has had more occasion to use the word dog. 
If we remember words better because we use them frequently, we 
must not permit long durations of time to elapse between the ocou;noeDlees 
of the stimulus. This law of recency is stated thus (131209): 
Other thing. being equal, the more recent 
lAe exerGl .. , the stronger the connection 
between the situation and re8ponse. 
If a skill is used every d~, the oonnection between the 8timulus 
and the response becomes stronger; for eUlllple, if one experiences the 
repeated necessity for the use of the word~, naturally, the connection 
between the stimulus and the response is gradually strengthened; if on 
the other hand, one neglects to use the word~, or it does not present 
itself for 80me time, disuse enters in, and causes some loss of strength 
in the oonnection made between the 8ti~lus and the response; the degree 
~.~--------------------------------. 
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of deterioration will depend on the interval of time that has elapsed since 
the connection was last exercised. 
When we are successful in reaching a desired goal, we usually exper-
lernce a aatisf'ying sensation; and if we are unsucoessful, we are annoyed. 
therefore, in learning it is essential to make the proper response to a 
sttmulus because 
~ linkage 2!..!. response ~!. stimulus !!. 
strcgthened ~ ~ response!! .! success, 
and weakened ~ !!!! response!!. .!. failure 
T39:392). 
this is called the law of effect. 
It we are able to give the response ~ to the object, book, it il 
satistying, and we establish a firm connection between the .timulus and 
the response; while, on the other hand, if it takes us several trials to 
give the correct response book, it is annoying, and the connection we 
establish between stimulus and response becomes loosely fixated. 
We may define these law8 of learning as a process of establishing 
associative connections, by similarity and by contiguity. Woodworth 
(29:895-96). gives the following explanation of the law of similarity. 
to be similar, two things lIIl8t have some-
thing in oommon, and this common part, being 
contiguous with the remainder of each of the 
two things, e8tablishes an indirect contiguity 
between the two things, a sort of contiguity 
bri dg e between thEIR. 
In association by similarity, it i8 not the whole word that arouses 
recall of a similar word, but 80me part of the word; for example, the word 
windy will arouse the recall of the word!!!!!. Even if the ohild does not 
~----------------------------------. 
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uanscious1y oonsider the resemb1anoe, nevertheless, it is the similarity 
that aots as an eftective stimulus for reoal1. 
The law ot contiguity endeavors to state the oonditions under which 
these associative connections are established. It may be stated as 
to1lows (6:103), 
Whenever two mental events are experienced 
together or in immediate succession, they 
thereby become so ielated that thereafter the 
presenoe ot one 11111 tend to arouse the other. 
However, frequenoy must be .. p1eyed if one desires to establish any very 
effective connection between the two acts. For example, the child lees 
a piece ot candy and at the same time repeats the word oandy: these two 
acts, the seeing and the uttering ot the word oandy, thereby become oon-
nected; and this assooiative tendency is slaw1y improved as these two 
acts are repeated. 
All these laws of learning, whioh function in the acquisition ot a 
tirst language, are also applicable to the aoquilition ot other languages. 
The law ot exeroise as it is applied to monog10ts and bilinguals in 
aoquiring another language (English will be presumed to be the mother 
tongue ot the monog1ot, English and Spanish the languages used by the 
bilingual, and Latin, the toreign tongue to be acquired by both types ot 
pupils), is as fo11owu 
When a Latin stimulus arouses the Jihglish equivalent, the linkage 
between the Latin stimulus and the EDglish equivalent is improved by the 
exercise so obtained; and thereafter, the Latin stimulus arouses the 
English equivalent more quickly, more defhi tely, and more vividly than 

~~---------------. 
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is able to give the response girl to the Latin symbol puella, after a tew 
JDinutes have elapsed since its acquisition, undoubtedly will reoall it 
]1lore quiokly when it arises again, and vice versa, it he is unable to 
recall the meaning at the word. 
For the bilingual pupil, the effect is pleasant when he does nab have 
to overtax his mental faculties b,y searohing for the desired response, 
and when he can give the Latin response without its being interferred with 
by the Spanish response. As a result of satisr,ytngness the linkage be-
tween the Let in stimulus and the Eo.glish equivalent is strengthened; 
while if he ancounters interference, annoyingness results, whioh weakens 
the linkage between the Latin stimulus and its meaning. 
A pupil, whether he speaks one la:cguage or l1l.8lly, may be helped in 
recall if he is oognizant of the resemblanoes between Latin words and 
words in the language, or languages, he knows. This type of assooiation 
is based upon the law of' similarity, whioh probably fUnotions more readily 
for the bilingual, provided there are strong resemblances between the 
vooabularies ot the languages he knows and the la:cguage he is aoquiring. 
The law ot oontiguity tor the Latin pupil may be illustrated as 
follows: Whenever the Latin word and its iaglish equivalent are presented 
at the same time, or tollow one another in quiok suooession, the Latin 
wora and the English word become so related that thereafter, when the 
Latin word is presented, it :will arouse the Ec.glish equivalent. The 
teaoher who uses the indirect method establishes an assooiative oonnection 
between the peroeption of the Latin symbol and the English equivalent by 
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having the pupil give the two interpretations simultaneously. Contiguity 
is an essential faotor in the establishment of an assooiation between a 
foreign symbol and its meaningJ but to be effeotive and lasting, asso-
oiation will be established only between those mEiltal events that are 
experienoed together with a oertain degree of frequency. 
These laws do not explain the inner psyohological processes that take 
plaoe in the pupil's mind 1Ihen he is aoquiring a language, yet we may 
believe that if a normal child puts tha into practioe, he will more 
easily aoquire one language or several. 
How do these laws prevent the bilingual from. enoountering interferenoe 
in his learni{\g? We are unable to answer this question beoause we are 
not certain as to what goes on in a learner t s mind. The bilingual prob-
ably has a more difficult task in aoquiring two languages simultaneously 
than does the ohild who is aoquiring one, for the former bas to learn two 
words for flVery objeot, while the latter is aoquiring but one. 
It is commonly surmised that a bilingual person is able to speak with 
equal faoility both the lancaages he has aoquired, because he possesses 
a working vooabulary for eaoh foreign language that he speaks and uses 
eaoh with a reasonable degree of fluency and oorrectness. A per.on who 
OJUl speak two languages in this manner will frequently give the impression 
of perfeot mastery to a listener who has not a oomplete mastery of the 
languages himself. It is the opinion of Jespersen (18:27-28) that 
individuals rarely acquire languages fluently enough to avoid difficulties, 
for he says: 
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All existing languages 81I8.rm. with d1:fficul-
ties of pronunoiation, spelling, grammar, vooab-
ulary, and especially idiom. It is very seldom 
that a :foreigner succeeds, even a:f'ter years of 
studY, in learning a language suffioiently well 
to avoid oocasionally making oDe of those mis-
takes whioh instantly betray his origin to the 
nativesJ it may be a fal.e stress, or a word 
employed with an almost imperceptibly different 
shade of meaning, or plaoed in a position in a 
sentenoe where the native would never plaoe it, 
or, finally, a phrase whioh, though logioally 
oorrect, is nevertheless not permitted by the 
usage of the language. 
We might, perhaps, expeot the people of Luxemburg, a state whioh is 
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flanked by French on one side and German on the other, to be bilingual, to 
be able to speak perfectly the two languages. The people in this state 
are able to speak both languages J but they are not able to speak thEm 
perfeotly (38:58). Jespersen (19:148), in referenoe to theae inhabitants, 
states: 
A native of Luxemburg, where it is usual for 
children to talk both French and German, says 
that few Luxanburgers talk both languages per-
fectly. "Germans o:f'ten say to us: 'you speak 
Ger.man remarkably well for a Frenohman,~ and 
Frenoh people will say, 'They are Germans who 
speak our language exoelleutly.' Nevertheless, 
we never speak either language as fluently &s 
the natives. The worst of the system is, that 
instead of learning things necessary to us we 
BlUst spend our time and energy in learning to 
express the same thought in two or three 
languages at the same time. 
In the high sohool we meet the yeung monoglot and his classmate, 
the bilingual, wham we have previously' discussed. 
It should be olearly kept in mind that we are discussing here what 
r 
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hap,ens in the typical high-school classroom when a foreign langtlate 
(Latin to be used for illustrative purlloses) is tlmght by the indirect 
;nethod, "jhich str~sses the associetion bet',veen the foreign symbol and the 
vermJCular one, in contra-distinction to the direct method, which attempts 
to create a learning situation in which the vernacular symbol is elimin-
ated. ':Ve are also restricting ourselves here to the simplest and most 
~~ndamental step in the process; that is, the acquisition of a vocabulary. 
When a pupil acquires a kno'wledge of Latin 'Nords, he is required to 
establish in his mind a connection between the Latin word end its English 
symbol. 7Jhat the pupil has to do is to learn the Latin symbols which will 
arouse immediately and certainly their equivalents. For a perfect and 
complete acquisition of a Latin vocabulary the pupil should be able to 
give quickly the Latin symbol when the English symbol is presented. This 
acquisition of a vocalmlary is subject to the laws of learning, which we 
have briefly revie~Ned in the preceding section of this chapter. 
In the typical classroom the pupils by dint of conscious effort 
develop the ability to give the Latin symbols for the English ones, 
'whenever they are confronted with the stimuli. There are, of course, 
certain devices and certain methods of learning ',:hich msy help to lighten 
the work of the pupil; for example, he rrwy he assisted by learning to 
interpret prefixes, suffixes, roots, and terminations. If the pupil has 
learned to 'oe wide-awake in observing similsrities, 8ssocietion mtJy l?lso 
prove of assistance; for example, if he knovfs that 1,audable means pr!.'.ise-
'.'iOrthy, he '.'fill ;-..e able to associate the Latin symbol 
-
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~udabilis with the English symbol laudable. 
In the contextual method as advocated by Chambers (7:50) and 
Grinstead (14:244-45) the prooess of establishing a nexus between roreign 
and vernacular symbol i. necessary. We need to practice these symbols 
either by developing and keeping lists ot words as .uggested by Florence 
Book l2:l87), or by providing some other devices wiich will give the 
pupil frequent contact with foreign words and their vernacular equivalents. 
The bilingual child, who has acquired two languages before entering 
high school (English and Spanish to be used tor illustrative purposes), 
has already formed three bonds: that between the English symbol and its 
meaning, that between the Spanish symbol and its meaning, and (probably) 
that between the English symbol and the Spanish symbol. He is now re-
quired to build up at least one new n&XQs: that between the Latin symbol 
and the English symbol. In this process his knowledge of Spanish may be 
either a help or a hindrance. He may be helped if there is a resemblance 
between the Latin word and its Spanish eqUivalent; for example, pater may 
be easier fOr him to master because he already knows the Spanish padre. 
We need not concern ourselves here with what happens, psychologically, 
when a student's mind travels from the stimulus word, pater, to padre, 
from padre to father, and then perceives the identity of meaning between 
pater and father. Suffice 1t to say that authorities (Cole 9:166-67, 
among others) believe that similarities of this type do help the pupil, 
and that what we know of the law of assooiation makes it seem probable 
r __ -----------------------------------. 
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that such simil~rities do f::0ilit,te the acquisition of a vocaL',ulary. 
llilt, on the othor hand, the pupil may be hind~red by the fact that 
he already knows t'NO languagQs - English and Spanish. His bilinguf'lism 
will, in all prob:::bility, not hendicap him during the actual process of 
meyaorizing the English meanings of Latin symbols, provided he makes a 
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reasonable effort to evoid distrAction; but it may exercise en influence 
on the process of recalling vfords previously learned. Having learned, 
for example, ths.t miles means soldier, but not having estr:blished the 
nexus with absolute perfection, the pupil, required to give the English 
equiv~llent of miles, may respond with the Spr.nish symbol soldardo. It 
is a matt-:Jr of common knowledge that persons living on the Continent, who 
are 'nasters of several languages, are sometimes tongue-tied when, after 
using nothing but their Italian for a long period, they move to Spain and 
'Jndeavor to express themselves in Spanish, which as e, matter of fact they 
know perfectly. Days nw.y pass before the inhibitions, built up by 
long-continued use of Italian, are broken do'!m. 
If such is the case, there is every reason for believing that 
bilingut"lism may create similnr difficulties in the classroom:~hen a 
third lan~lage is being learned, but a diligent search of the literature 
fails to r0veel any ObJective study of the extent of this handicap or of 
1.;h9 mHnner in which it operates. 
It must also be remembered that" as Spee.rman (34:259) says" every 
individual has s. definite tcnd li:rnited amount of mentel energy. In additicn 
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he has a limited amount of time to be appli eel to the tasks of life. It 
11 therefore probable that one who soatters his eDergy over three lan-
guages instead of two will not learn and retain ~ one of the three so 
perfeotly as an individual who studies and uses only two languages. rue, 
again, is a point on which objeotive evidenoe is laoking. We find, how-
trier, general stat_ents made on this situation by language teaohers that 
1 
may be of interest) for example, Smith (321273), quoting Bardress O'Grady, 
.tatesl 
But are the PBY'ohologists quite sure that early 
bilingualism is an eduoational asset. I have heard 
powerful arguments against ambidexterity. And for 
a child learning to attach labels to objects, aotions, 
learning to think by means crt words, .!!.ll really.!! 
adTBDtage to .!!!!! two words, three 'WOrds, for the 
~ thingr .... :Of myself I oan say that-Y-have 
had great diffioulties to overcome in matters of 
thought, speech, expression, and that I atttibute 
these diffioulties to early bilingualism and the 
oonstant .trugg~e of two languages for precedenoe. 
JesperseD's (19a148) viewpoint i8 80mewhat similar to Spearman's 
(34:259), for he says: 
It is, of course, an advantage for a ohild to be 
familiar with two languagesl but without doubt the 
advantage may be, and generally is, purohased too 
dear. First of all the child in question. hardly 
learns either of the two languages as perfeotly as 
he would have done if he had limited him. elf to 
one. It may 8eem, on the surfaoe, as if he talked 
just like a native, but he does not really command 
the tine points of the laDguage. 
West (3813) after a studJ of bilingualism in India, finds that 
"there is oertainly no advantage in being born in a bilingual oountry, but 
rather a disadV8l1tage." He qualifies this statemant by saying that "if 
1. The work of O'Grady is not available in any of the Chioago libraries. 
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a ohild is bilingual in its reoeptiTe aspeot, but unbilingual in its 
expressive aspeot, bilingualism is not neoessarily a handicap." He goes 
on to oonolude that 
bilingualism is in the maiD. a disadvantage, but 
it there has been a tendenO)" on the one hand to 
make too muoh ot the supposed advantages, 80 a180 
are the disadvantages too otten exaggerated. It 
is maintained that bilingualism hampers the progress 
ot children at school, that it causes excessive 
mental tatigue, that it represses originality, lead. 
to parrot learning. These acousations arise in a 
large measure trom a oontusion in thought between 
bilingualiam, and what is by no means a necessary 
although it is a very frequent concomitant ot bi-
lingUf.liam - the toreigh medium ot instruotion 
(38tSS-9). 
It is obTiously possible to maintai.n that the 
Bengali abhuld be bilingual, but yet that the 
spoken toreign medium ot instruction should no-
where be used. !he boy would be taught in 
Bengali (thou~h some ot hi a textbooks might even 
be in English); and he would answer his examina-
tioD. papers in Bengali. This would not mean that 
he would be unable to speak or to write inglish, 
but that the writing and speaking ot English would 
be treated as a separate subject (38:69). 
Hotfman (17:55) investigated the relationship between bilingual 
background (that is, the ratio of toreign language to English language 
used in the daily lite ot the ohild) and ohronologioal age, grade statua, 
sex, non-language mental test soores, Terbal intelligenoe test soores, 
and reading achievtli.-nt. B1s subjeots were ohildren ot the ages ot ten 
to tifteen in grades tiTe to eight in the sohools ot New York City. The 
Italian and Jewish ohildree were studied as separate groups and children 
ot all other nationalities were taken into oonsideration as a single 
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~bilingual~ group. His findings were: 
1. The children from the ages of ~en to fourteen and in grades 
five to eight showed no tendency of having higher or lower bilingual scores 
than younger. In other words, the extent of bilingual environment to 
which a child was aubJected had no bearing upon his chronological age 
(17:65). 
2. There waa no d1fference exis~ing between the s1ze of the bi-
lingual Bcores tor either sex (17:65). 
3. The correlation coefficient between the Pln~ner Non-Language 
Mental Test scores. and the b111ngual scores wa. almost zero for all 
groups - the Itallan, the Jewish, and the combined groups (17:60). 
4. The .1gn1flcance of a child's bilingual background was manifest-
ed on verbal material, but not wlth his performance on ma~eri.l of the 
non-language type (17:66). 
5. The fifth- and .1xth-grade girl., who were exposed to a highly 
bilingual surrounding, were handicapped on verbal or language teats, 
whereas the a1xth-grade Jewish girls benef1tted on verbal te.t. by a high 
degree of b1lingual background (17:62-6). 
6. The degree of bilingual background showed neither an advantage 
nor a di.advantage upon the performances of the Italian or Jewiah girls 
on non-language teats (17:82). 
We find in Jules RonJat's careful study of the developmen~ of a 
bilingual child that the ~wo language. acqu1red by the child were actually 
equal in efficiency, but they were not "alternative." Jules RonJat (38:59) 
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kept a careful record of his child t IS progress in French and in German. 
The child was spoken to by his mother exclusively in German, and by his 
father exclusively in French. Ronjat threw no light upon the mental 
effects that bilingualism had upon his child's ability to speak either the 
French or the German language. .An inquiry was addressed to Dr. Ronjat as 
to what happened to the child when he had 8l tered school. His interesting , 
reply quoted by' the present writer was not taken from the original study 
of the investigator, because she is unable to interpret the French language, 
but it was taken trom Michael West's book on Bilingualism, and is a literal 
translation of the original an~er (38:59-60): 
Since the publioation of ~ book, ~ son has 
carried on his work at a primary and seoondary 
school in French, and hence this language is the 
more familiar to him as far as the technical terms 
of grammar, mathematics and physics are concerned. 
He would, tor instance, I think, find it ditfi-
cult to express a geometrical theoran in German. 
But apart trom that, his knowledge ot and taste 
for, the German language have been maintained 
generally on an equality (with Frenoh), and his 
German even takes on a higher plaoe trom the point 
ot view ot literary oomposition, and especially 
poetio composition. He writes in German with a 
more original turn (ot phrase) and he oan write 
verse in German, whereas he does not teel naturally 
the rhythm and harmony ot Frenoh verse, and does 
not write Frenoh verse, whioh is a normal phenomenon 
among those who have not made a special study ot 
(French) versification which is still tounded on the 
pronunciation ot French ot more than three centuries 
agc. In rapid conversation, sometimes, though rarely, 
he borrows a word or a phrase trom the other language, 
about equally in either direotion - an occurrenoe 
which is common even among bilingual adults. To sum 
up, the situation as a whole is normal, and what was 
to be expeoted. 
,------------------------------------------
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Oftentimes, the type of test given to bilinguals is responsible for 
the scores obtained. An interesting comparison was made between the 
results obtained by Spanish-American and Anglo-American pupils on the 
essay-type and objective-type of tests by Floyd F. Caldwell and Mary Davis 
Mowry (5 :696-702). The purpose of their study was to determine whether 
the use of new-type tests increases or decreases the language handicap 
of Spanish-speaking pupils (5:696). Each objective test was followed by 
a test of the essay-type over the same subject-matter; and in each case 
it was possible for a pupil to score an equal number of points in the two 
tests (5 ~697). The pupils were tested in the fi eld of Engli sh and 
history (5:697). 
The authors reaohed the following conclusions: 
1. The Spanish-American pupils are handicapped both by the 
objective-type and essay-type tests (5:702). 
2. The Spanish-Amerioan pupils experienoed a greater handicap with 
essay-type tests than ~th objeotive-type tests. We can readily under-
stand why these pupils would enoounter a greater difficulty, sinoe the 
essay-type examination requires a reoall of vocabulary, whereas the 
objective-type test demands largely a recognition of unfamiliar words. 
This taot, in all probability, is responsible for the lower soores made 
on the es say-type of e::x:amina ti on (5: 702) • 
3. The Spanish-American pupils made lower scores on the tests in 
history than on the tests in English (5:102). 
The authors gave as an explanation for the superior showing in the 
., 
English tests, rather than in the hi-story tests, the following oomments 
(5:702): 
This may be due to the faot that the applioation of 
English in a situation other than in the field of English 
might tend. to increase the language diffioul ty1 In other 
words, responding in the field of History [sio; requires a 
more definite transfer of language information and appli-
oation. When there are suoh large differenoes existing 
between the results obtained on the obj eoti ve and the 
essay types of examination and when evidenoe points to 
the faot that this differenoe is largely due to language 
handioap, there seams to be a strong probability that the 
same faotor may aooount for the relatively low standing 
of Spanish-speaking ohildren on the so-oalled intelligenoe 
tests. 
The investigators offered a suggestion whioh might be advisable tor 
teaohers dealing with bilinguals or language-handioapped pupils to 
oonsider (5:702): 
The faot has been quite firmly established that more learning 
ooours when praotioed with satisfaotion. It seams quite 
reasonable to aSBWme that when the Spanish-speaking child 
knoW's that his scores are very inferior to those of other 
children he is likely to beoome discouraged and learning 
will thereby be retarded. This study haj indioated that 
the Spanish-speaking ohild tests relatively oonsiderably 
higher on the objeotive tests than on the essay. Under 
these oircumstanoes it seems that the teaoher should 
em;~oy the obj eotive type of test frequently to insure 
for this language handioapped ohild some measure of 
satisfaotion in aooomplishment. Thus she will be 
employing a more satisfaotory and aoourate measuring 
instrument, and be approaohing more nearly a true soore 
of the aooomplishment. At the same time learning will be 
faoilitated and attitudes of infBriority, sullenness and 
other undesirable mental produots will be far less apt to 
develop. 
Simultaneous with the aoquisition of the meanings of foreign words 
and the entire prooess of building up a foreign vooabulary is the develop-
~ 
ment of a foreign pronunciation. Pupils in their acquisition of foreign 
sounds probably have to do two things; namely, acquire new sounds, and 
forget their native sounds while the new pronunciation is being learned 
(1:91). Growth in ability to pronounce the foreign sounds is, in the 
typical classroom, brought about by a process of imitation. The pupils 
hear the teacher pronounce the sounds; they watch the teacher's lips 
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while he is doing the pronunciation, and then they attempt the pronunoia-
tion. Thus they are helped to attain the ability to reproduce the foreign 
sounds. 
Many pupils may be helped in a foreign pronunciation by associating 
a phonetic symbol with the sound. Yet it would seem that fUrther research 
is needed to establish the psyohologioal value of ~oh • procedure in the 
case ot all learners, tor we know the·t many people can acquire a passable 
pronunciation without ever seeing a phonetic symbol; and if a child can 
master a new sound readily by imitation, there would appear to be a sheer 
waste of time in teaching him to use a phonetic system. 
However, we do know that pupils may be helped by correct practice 
and motivated rep.titions of foreign sounds - a procedure whioh will make 
it easier for the speech organs to produoe the responses desired. In 
practicing sounds, we mast bear in mind the law8 of learning: the lawl of 
use, effect, readiness, and exerciae. We all without doubt will admit 
that the ottener a word 1s pronounced with a satisfying effect, the more 
automatic and correct the response will be; but we sometimes have to 
adopt the process of trial and error, or accidental success, to make the 
rosponse automatic. 
Is there any difference, sO far as the acquisition of correct pro-
nunciation is concerned, hetween the monoglot and the bilingual? 
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Probably the bilingual acquires the pronunciation in a manner similar to 
that followed by the monoglot. It may be that the bilingual will have an 
advanta.ge over the monoglot in so far as he has had practice in pronounc-
ing Spanish sounds before he came to high school to acquire the Latin lan-
guage. As a result of practice his vocal cords may have become more 
flexible so that he is able to have better motor control over sounds than 
the monoglot; or on the other hand, his vocal cords may have become so 
accustomed to certain sounds that they do not readily adapt themselves to 
the new sounds which he must acquire. Pupils who hav0 a.cquir3d other 
lunguag3s to any degree of perfection may apply the same type of 
pronunciation for similar consonants and vowels in another language. 
IIoreover, the pupil who has acquired tlJ10 pronunciations, English and 
Spanish, 1-mfore he came to high school to take La.tin may be at a dis-
advantHge. For example, he has learned in Spanish that the consonant Ii 
is silent • Now, -"'ihen he is confronted with a La.tin word with the h in 
it, he may be unable to pronounce the sound of ~ regardless of his 
efforts. He may also experience this difficulty '!:hen he attempts to 
pronounce an English word that contains an h. Bilingualism will in all 
probability not have an influence upon the actual process of learning to 
pronounce the Latin sounds (or for that matter any foreign sounds), 
provided the pupil is in earnest; but it may color his pronunciation when 
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he is attempting to reproduoe the Latin sound. This probability may also 
be applioable to any other foreign sounds or foreign words. If this is 
true, it would seem possible that bilingualism may have an ill effeot upon 
pronunoiation; but the present writer has been unable to find a:ay studies 
available on this phase of language. 
Atter a few weeks of practioe with these foreign words and sounds, 
the pupil has developed a certain amount of mastery over speoifio language 
usage. By this time he has aoquired a large number of language experiences 
and babita, and i8 ready to learn grammar. 
~ must one learn the grammar of a foreign language? Crawford 
(9:187) explains the reason very thoroughly, when he says: 
Grammar is the basic scienoe or theory of a 
language. It oonsists of the principles and laws 
whioh goveIlll the use of the various parts of 
speech. The study of grammar is, therefore, 
largely an intells ctual pur sui t as oontrasted 
with a pursuit for the development of skills. 
XEIIlory and thinking are considerably more evident 
in grammar study than in motor aoti vi ty or emotional 
expression. 
But wo may raise the question as to the prooedure neoessary for the 
pupil in acquiring a knowledge of grammar. Many authorities believe that 
the pupil will find it better to learn grammar inductively rather than 
deductively. Crawford (9:193) states: 
It is better to learn grammar in the same way 
as is reoommEnded for the learning of natural 
soience, namely, by first observing a number of 
cases, and speoulating, theorizing, and general-
izing regarding their relationships afterwards. 
A number of examples or illustrations mould be 
givEl'l to precede a rule, and then the rule should 
be learned as a summarization of these examples. 
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Under the inductive method the pupil begins ~th language itself, 
rather than with rules concerning language. He is encouraged to examine 
santenoes whioh oontain certain constructions, to formulate questions on 
the point involved, to observe the use of specific torms and constructions. 
If his questions are well formed and asked in the proper order, they will 
not only enable him, but also compel him, to express his observations in 
the form of a rule. In following this prooedure, the pupil has observed, 
compared, and analyzed language until he has found a definite principle 
which seams to be responsible for a certain expression. Advocates of the 
inducti ve method maintain that a learner should begin the grammar of a 
foreign language in a similar manner that a beginner in English begins his 
study of Filglish grammar; namely, by beginning with material falling with-
in the ra~e of his own experiEllce. This prooess ot induction or general-
ization will eventually enable the pupil to differentiate between 
~!2 you say? and ~ ~ you say? The rule should grow out of examples 
of actual use rather than precede thEIID.. 
The pupil thus tahght is slowly led to solve his problem. He will 
not state the rule so olearly or correctly as a grammarian, but his 
solution will be original. He will, no doubt, have been doing some re-
fleotive thinking; he will at least be interested in giving a generaiized 
explanation, which will be retained in his mind as long as any other 
solution that he has found through his Olm initiative (151441). 
The value that is obtained by such a method lies in the establishmEllt 
of an intimate interrelation between the living language and its abstract 
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laws. No isolated rule is memorized for the oonstruotion of language. 
"lsnguage has beoome the basis of the rule, and the student has had the 
-valuable experienoe of seeing that the rule ia a mere deri-vatian of 
language, that language is the master and the rule its servant lt (15:442). 
This induotive method is applicable to all aspects of language study, 
the mastery of which should result from oontaot with meaningful sentenoes 
ra.ther than from mere rote memorisation • 
. However, we must bear in mind that induotion in foreign-language 
teaching is not a.dvocated with the idea that the pupil is to work out 
the sntire grammar by his own efforts, but as a means which will help the 
pupil to comprehend the reason for a usage and to acquire greater mastery 
over it, for as Hagboldt (15:443) says: 
Induotive presentation is not a re-discovery of 
grammar on the part of the student. It is nothing 
b~ a systematio attempt to put the student t s mind. 
to work on problems whioh are not beyond the 
intellectual grasp of a pupil in seoond year high 
sohool. Its immense advantage' lies in the fact 
that it heeds a very basic and deeply significant 
tenet of sound instruotion: "Do not state what the 
student, if properly led, can find out for himself," 
or expressed positively, Wherever pOSSible, make 
the student work out the problem through his 01Ill 
thiDldng. 
Just how the pupil is led to the place whereby he formulates a rule 
may be summarized briefly as follows (15:444-45)1 
1. The pupil observes and collects oertain facts. 
2. He then proceeds to oonsider these faots, and oompares them with 
a series of other facts observed in other situations. 
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3. As a result of oomparison he begins to abstraot oertain essential 
quali ties from the facts observed. 
4. Finally, he begins to formulate a general law whioh seems to be 
responsible for the various faots he has observed and compared and whose 
essential qualities he has abstraoted. 
After the pupil has oompleted the process of induotive reasoning, 
the "linguistio law" is found, and the deduotive phase of the lesson 
oommenoes; namely, the applioation of the law through a series of drills. 
These fbur phases do not always take plaoe oonseoutively; nor are 
they always grasped as olearly and quiokly as Hagbo1dt (15 :444- 45) has 
desoribed the; they oftSl. overlap to some extEllt (15&445). 
Although the inductive method, if we oan trust authorities, is an 
excellent method fer oomprehending grammar , it oalls for a tranendous 
amount of effort on the part of the teaoher, who oarefully oouohes the 
examples from which the rule arises, who asks the questions whioh will 
lead to the forming of a generalization, and who enoourages and leads the 
pupil to think for himself. 
The pupil's task is desoribed by Hagboldt (15:445) in the following 
quotation: 
Our problem is like life itself, not simple and 
ready-made for easy enjo.y.ment, but problematio and 
elusive ••• What we need is intensive mental aotivity. 
Like the hero in a drama by Kleist we must struggle 
through oonfusion to light, for it is in this struggle 
for olarity that we receive our deepest and most 
permanent impressions. 
-It would be largely a waste of time for the high-school pupil to 
acquire the previously discussed phases of language - vocabulary, pronun-
eiation. grammar - if he did not intend to make use of them later on in 
his study. The most important need for the acquisition of the above- named 
skills arises from the fact that they are of vital significance for the 
translation of a language. 
What are the essential elements in trans.lation? First of all, in 
translating the foreign language we must interpret the meaning of foreign 
words by reference to English words (we are referring to the indirect 
method.) Likewise, in our first attempts to use the foreign language we 
must think in English, and try to find the foreign equivalents with whioh 
to express our thoughts. Both these processes consist in turning one 
language into another - that is, translation. 
In translation the pupil must avoid the prooedure of changing foreign 
words into English, word for word. Translation must be a recasting of the 
foreign thought into that of the English equivalent thought. Thus we may 
say that translation is a creative process. a building up of a phrase of 
sentenoe again, by replacing idiom for idiom, and thought group for thought 
group. The pupils should grasp the meaning of the entire sentenoe in the 
foreign order before attempting any translation. Crawford (9:118) says: 
Translation should never be mere trans-
cribing word for word. It should, on the 
contrary, be a process of finding parallel 
thoughts and expres singthes e in whatever 
English words ~ be required to raise the 
nearest possible approximation to the 
author's original idea in the mind of the 
reader. 
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We usually find both monoglots and bilinguals experienoing diffioulty 
in translating an English sentenoe into a foreign language. To offset the 
diffioulty, the beginner should first of all try to oomprehend the general 
idea of the sentenoe; he should observe haw eaoh thought is assooiated 
wi th eaoh other. Arter he has assooiated the general idea in his mind, he 
should begin to analyze eaoh thought; finally, he should seleot or reason 
out the most oorreot form of expression. 
We are unable to say whether the bilingual who has aoquired the 
lmglish and Spanish languages before he oommenoed the study of Latin finds 
it espeoially diffioult to translate an English sentenoe into Latin. He 
is probably assisted by the mElltal set, whioh is, one might say, an inner 
response to the oontext; and whioh determines whioh of the several aoquired 
meanings of a word will aotually be oalled to mind, when the word is read. 
The translation of ideas or statements 
or arguments oonveyed in one language into 
the approximate equivalEllts of another 
speeoh involves a whole set of usefUl 
mental gymnastios (22:81). 
The teaoher assists the pupil in his work of translating one lan-
guage into another by enoouraging the pupil to appreoiate the perfeot 
vernaoular and by insisting that the pupil express "thoughts," not "words" 
in translation (10:513). 
After the teaoher has finished her share in the training, the pupil 
may aid himself to translate well by the prooedure ,whioh Mabel Daggett 
(10:513-16) oalls, the !!£method. This prooess is desoribed for the 
translation of Frenoh into EngliSh in the following way (10:513): 
A. The French sentence read in French. 
B. 'Frenchy' English (word for word). 
c. Idiomatic English. 
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This A B Q method. separates the process of translation into three 
specific steps: (a) reading, (b) literal translation (word for word), and 
(c) the tinal idiomatic English version. In translating trom the vernac-
ular into a toreign tongue, the A B Q method is also valuable, but we 
reverse the letters and call this, the Q B A process. Process A must take 
plaoe betore process Q, but that only process Q is to be presented in 
class (10:516) ~ 
Florence Book (2:187), also, explains how a pupil may learn to take 
in the thought of each word group as it appears. She suggests the tollow-
ing objectives: 
1. By the correct perception of the foreign words, the pupil is 
able to get accurately and quickly the meaning, which a particular arrange-
ment ot words present. 
2. The aboTe prinCiple, if practiced, will develop for the pupil 
"higher-order reading habits." 
3. Drill in the recognition ot a variety of sentence forms, and 
practice on the more fundamental grammatical construotions used in sen-
tences will aid pupils to recognize aDd oomprehend language forms, more 
rapidly and more correctly. 
4. It the pupil watches tor "key words" in sentences, and as he 
progresses in reading for "key sentenoaa" in a paragrap~ he will develop 
correot perceptual habits. 
r __ ------------------~--------------------
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Summary 
We have asserted that a monoglot or a bilingual high-sohool pupil 
aoquires all the phases of a foreign language more effioiently if he puts 
into practioe the laws of learning: exeroise. frequency. reoenoy. and 
effeot. In order that a high-sohool pupil may aoquire a language. he 
must possess a working vooabulary; he must aoquire a oorreot pronunoiation. 
whioh is taught usually by the prooess of imitation; he must know the 
grammar of that language; he must be able to translate readily and smooth-
ly. There have bean no serious studies oonoerning the bilingual in his 
attempts to learn a third language; whether or not the bilingual has an 
advantage over the monoglot has not as yet been investigated; whether or 
not the bilingual encounters difficulties thatdo not face the monoglot 1s 
equally unknown. 
r 
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CHAPTER III 
THE PRESENT STU1>Y 
The Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of the present investigation was to determine the ef-
fects of bilingualism on the acquisition of a foreign language. Stated in 
a general way, the study was to ascertain whether there was an advantage 
or disadvantage in being a bilingual when confronted with the learning of 
another language. 
The SUbjects of the Stud7 
The nbjeota were 1,131 pupils studying Latin, Garan, Spanish and 
Frenoh (638 monoglota and 493 bilinguals), in six Chicago high school., 
five of which were publio schools; the other, a Catholic girls' academy. 
The sohools participating were a. follow.: 
School Foretgn Language Number of Pupils 
Crane Evening High School German 69 
Crane Evening High School lfrenoh 64 
Good Counsel Academy Latin 91 
Good Counsel Academy lfrenoh 39 
Lindblom High Sohool Latin 81 

l!hglish, German, Russian, Bohemian? 
2. What language do you speak most frequently to your parents at 
home' 
3. How many hours during the week do you speak the &glish language 
at home? (25 hours, 50 hours, 100 hours, eto.) 
4. Bow many hours during the week do you speak the foreign language 
at home? (25 hours, 50 hours, 100 hours, eto.) 
5. Do you read story books written in Polish, German, Russian, 
Bohemian, Jewish, Frenoh, Spanish? 
6. What lang))B.ge was the first story book you ever read written in: 
Polish, German, Bohemian, Jew:i. sh, Swedish, Italian, RUSSian, etc. 'I 
7. Can you read newspapers written in Polish, Bohamian, Jewish, 
Russian, Italian, German? 
8. Do you write letters to friends or relativaJin Polish, Bohemian, 
French, German, Italian, Swedish, Lithuanian, Russian? 
9. Did you ever study Polish, German, Frenoh, SwediSh, Italian, 
Russian, LJ,thuanian, Jewish, trom any school, churoh, or teacher? 
10. Did you ever study Latin, French, German, Spanish, or Hebrew in 
high sohool? 
11. Are the services in the church you attend spoken in Polish, 
Jewish, RUSSian, Italian, Bohemian, German, Swedish, English, Lithuanian? 
12 •. Write down the names of all the languages you learned to speak 
without studying them at school. By' "speaking a language" 1I'e mean that 
you can say everything you want in it (From the twelfth statement it was 
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possible to secure the information as to what extent each was bilingual.) 
The directions provided for the use of the experimenters were as 
follows: 
1. Read eaoh statement first batore asking pupils to answer it. 
2. Tell pupils to underline each answer. 
3. Have pupils answer each statement at the same time. 
4. It pupils are of any other nationality not listed in the blank. 
tell the pupils to write the name in. 
5. Tell pupils to put down his or her age. 
S. Write down the semester grade reoeived in the foreign language. 
(The grade received was written down by the pupils, under the experimenter' 
supervision. The grades in these various foreign language classes were 
obtained trom the semester grade ending in February, 1933, of each pupil.) 
B. Before the pupils answered the questions on the blanks. they were 
give an oral explanation of their purpose. The explanation was as 
fciiowsl "It you are of a foreign parentage, or if you have learned foreign 
languages before you commenced to stu~ the present language, state the 
language you know. The writer promises that no one will see the blanks 
other than herself and her 801e purpose i8 to •• cure date. for a study she 
desires to make." The motive that suggested this explanation was that 
experience has indioated that some pupils are more or less reluctant to 
admi:t that a foreign language is spokeD. at home. 
C. The blanks were then tilled out. The necessity of pupils· asking 
explanations about eaoh statement was avoided by having all the pupils 
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underline each statement at the same time. 
D. The answers were tabulated and conclusions were made by the writer. 
Since there have been very ffR experiments bearing on the problem of 
determining the relatiTe value of being a bilingual in learning a fcreign 
language, and since all the data relating to this point as derived from 
the study are only of meager importance, the investigator thinks it 
necessary to make it distinotly olear that these data are to be interpreted 
only wi thin the limits of thi s study, whi oh 1s based on the aohi evamant 
soores obtained from the pupils' semester grades. Aohievement as measured 
by marks is a variable made up of a large number of other variables - for 
example, the reaotion of the instruotors and the system of grading. While 
the scores cannot be conSidered as valid and scientific, beoause they were 
made abdifferEllt places under different auspices, the prchib1j;ive expense 
of laDgUage tests for the entire groups made it necessary to use teachers' 
marks rather than obj ectiTe tests. 
The results of this study oan be classified under two heads, numeri-
oal and introspectional. All the co-operating schools used systems of 
letter grades. These letter grades were commuted into numerical values 
according to the scales in use in the schools. On the 1bllowing pages will 
be found tables showing the pupils' scores tabulated in the several ways 
whioh appear to possess significance from the standpoint of the present 
study. 
The statistioal facts derived fram the present data for the bilingual 
and monoglot groups were as follawsl 
1. The mean for the bilingual group was 83.1. 
2. The probable error of the mean was .25. 
3. The standard deviation of the bilingual group was 8.33. 
4. The probable error of the standard deviation 'Was .-l8. 
5. The mean tor the monoglot group was 84.7. 
6. The probable error of the m~ was .21. 
7. The standard deviation for the monoglot group was 7.8. 
8. The probable error of the standard deviation was.15. 
9. The probable error of the difference between the mean of the 
monoglots and the mean of the bilinguals was .33. The chances are 4.85 
5~ 
to 1 that the true difference between the monoglot and bilingual groups is 
more than .33, which is the P.E. difference of the two means. The 
chances are 99.95 in 100 that the true difference between the two groups 
is greater than zero. The chances are .05 in 100 (or almost zero) that 
the true di ff'erEilce between the two groups is less than zero. The 
ohances are 1,850 to 1 that there really is a superiority of the monoglot 
group over the bilingual group, and that the true mean of the monoglot is 
above the true mean of the bilingual group (36:149). 
Sinoe the general rule is that a difference, or a statistical con-
stant of 8.llY sort, is not significant unless it is at least four times 
its probable error, it appears from the difference observed in the study 
between the means of the monoglot and bilingual groups that the difference 
is significant. 
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As the cases in this study are numerous and seem to have low varia-
bility between the two groups of measures, it would seem possible to 
generalize that the statistioal evidenoe is reliable at least from the 
data gathered from the present study. It would not seem to be stretching 
the results too far to say the probabilities are that the monoglots would 
be expected to be slightly superior to the bilinguals, if we were to 
examine and observe an infinite number of oases. 
While exaot knowledge of the relationship between monoglots and 
bilinguals in respeot to learning a foreign vooabulary, grammar, and 
reading ability will have to wait upon future researohes, the results 
herein presented, suggest interesting possibilities from the stan(point 
of many laotors, such as semesters of study and nationalities. From these 
faotors the following theoretical assertions may be made: 
1. Monoglot pupils make better progress than bilingual pupils. 
So far from bilingualism being an intelleotual advantage, it seems to be 
exaotly the reverse. 
2. The pmO'-bilities are that bilinguals enoounter some type of 
interference which takes plaae during the process of recall as a result of 
the knowledge of other foreign languages. 
3. Pupils who have learned a foreign language as a ohild, but speak 
the English language most frequently at home have less diffioulty in 
learning foreign languages than those pupils who speak a foreign language 
most frequently at home. 
4. Pupils who have learned one foreign language show a superiority 
r 
., 
over those pupils who have learned two or three languages without study_ 
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The present writer concludes from the statistical evidence that, if 
the grades of eaoh group were fairly representative and if the assumption 
that the subjects in both groups were of average intelligence is correct, 
the study would indioate that bilingualism is a slight disadvantage in the 
acquisition of another language. The degree of difference may not be 
totally attributed to language disability, but the deviation may be due 
to same other unobserved factor. It is important to point out that these 
oonolusions cannot be assumed to apply to bilinguals in every phase of 
language learning, nor to apply universally to all bilingual children. It 
appears at least possible that what the study aotually shows is that a boy 
or a girl born with EngliBh as his or her mother tongue has a better oppor-
tuni ty to reoeive higher grades in a foreign language than one who is born 
with a foreign language as his or her mother tongue. _ 
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• 
Tables I to XII indicate the statistical £ind1ngs o£ this thesis; 
£or example, Table I gives a comparison o£ the grades obtained in £oreign 
language by 493 bilinguals and 638 monoglots; the remaining tables are 
sel£-explanatory. 
The sprobols written at the bottom of each table; namely, N, Mn., 
A.D., S.D., Md., ~l' ~, and ~, respectively possess the following sig-
ni£icance relative to the interpretation of the data gathered in the 
present study: X represents the number of cases in each group;~. (mean), 
a measure of central tendency, the score which is generally known as the 
arithmetic average; A.D. (average deviation) is 8 statistical quantity 
which is simply the average of the deviations from the mean; ~.D. (standard 
deviation), a statistical quantity of variability whioh indicates how far 
we must go in terms of score in either direction from the mean before we 
include approximately two-thirds of the distribution; ~. (median) is the 
middle score or technically, the point above and below which the DUmber of 
scores is equal; ~ (first quartile) is the point in the distribution which 
divide. the loweat one-fourth from the uther three-fourths o£ the fre-
~encies; ~ (third quartile) is that point in the distribution which 
divides the lower three-fourths trom the upper one-fourth of the £requen-
cies; ~ (quartile deviation or semi-inter-quartile range) is one-half ot 
the di.tance between the first (Ql) and the third (Q3) quartiles, it gives 
information about the variability of the distribution. 
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TABLE I 
Grades in Foreign Language ot 
493 Bilinguals and 
638 Monog1ots 
:::a::: 
Bilinguals llonoglots 
Interval Frequency Interval Frequency 
100 1 100 1 
95-99 56 95-99 58 
90-94 75 90-94 109 
85-89 149 85-89 162 
80-84 85 80-84 122 
75-79 83 75-79 135 
70-74 15 70-74 16 
65-69 20 66-69 32 
60-64 8 60-64 2 
55-59 0 55-59 0 
50-54 1 50-54 1 
5= 4n--- N=6~ 
:tam i 83.1 D - 84.7 
AD- 6.83 AD- 6.39 
SD - 8.33+ SD - 7.8 
r--------------------------------------------------------------- --59 
Soore 
100 
95-99 
90-94 
85-89 
80-84 
75-79 
70-74 
65-69 
60-64 
55-59 
5Q-54 
No. of Cases 
Median 
~1 
~ 
Q 
TABLE II 
Grades of Pupils Who Learned One Foreigh Language 
and English, Two Foreigh Languages and English, 
and Three Foreign Languages and English 
One Foreign Language Two Foreign Languages Three Foreign 
and English and English Languages and 
Frequency Freqqenoy Eng1ish-Frequenqr 
0 0 1 
46 4 1 
71 4 1 
139 6 0 
75 7 0 
79 7 4 
13 1 0 
19 1 0 
8 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
461 30 7 
86.09 84.29 79~J7 
79.54 78~92 77.18 
90.30 90.63 96~25 
5.38 5.86 9.64 
TABLE III 
Grades ot 482 Bilinguals in Foreign Languages and the 
Language Spoken MOst Frequently at Home 
Learned English as Learned FOl'eign Language Learned English as 
a Child and Speak as a Child and Speak it a Child and Speak 
it MOst Frequently MOst Frequently at Home it MOst Frequently 
at Hom. at Home 
60 
Learned Foreign Language 
as a Child and Speak it 
Most Frequently at HOme 
Score _____ Fr_e_q. ____ ~ _____ ~ _____ Fre_q.___ _ _ _ Freq. _Fr_t)~. ____ _ 
100 0 1 0 0 
95-99 6 18 4 23 
90-94 22 23 1 24 
85-89 ~3 47 4 58 
80-84 29 32 1 22 
75-79 16 40 4 31 
70-74 2 3 0 9 
65-69 6 8 0 6 
60-64 0 7 0 1 
55-59 0 0 0 0 
5Q';'54 0 1 0 0 
No. ot Cases 114 180' 14 174 
Medians 85~61 84~84 87~5 86~55 
Ql 80~77 78.25 79~37 79~4O 
Q3 89~92 19.68 95~63 90~72 
Q 4.574- 5.71+ 8.13 5.66 
... 
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~ 
TABLE IV 
Grades of 113 Bilinguals and 64 
MOnog1ots Learning Latin 
Bilinguals Monog1ots 
1B lA 2B ' 3B 1B lA 
Score Freq. J'req.Freq.Freq. Score Freq. Freq. 
100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 
96-99 2 1 4 0 96-99 3 0 
90-94 18 1 6 0 90-94 7 4 
86-89 19 4 2 3 86-89 19 7 
80-84 10 0 6 3 80-84 3 0 
76-79 6 3 4 6 75-79 6 0 
70-74 2 0 0 5 70-74 0 5 
65-69 0 0 0 5 65-69 0 0 
60-64 1 0 0 5 60-64 0 0 
56-59 0 0 0 0 55-59 0 0 
59-54 0 0 0 0 50-54 0 0 
No.of Cases 
57 9' 21 26 No.Cases 38 16 
Median 87.76 86.88 
88.75 73.' Median 87.63 87.14 
Ql 83~12 78.15 81~25 66~5 Q1 85~13 74 
Q3 91~51 89~68 93~95 79~5 Q3 90~36 85" 
Q ~~19. 5.46 6.35 6.5 Q 2.61+ 5.5 
sa 
TJl.BLE V 
Grades of 183 BilinGuals and 435 Monog1ots Learning 
Spanish 
Bilinguals Monog1ots 
1B 2B 2A 3B 3A 4B 4A 1B l.A 2B 2A 3B SA 4B 4A 
Score Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. 
100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
95-99 0 2 1 3 5 3 2 2 0 2 1 5 15 4 13 
90-94 7 10 2 2 9 4 4 5 0 11 6 13 22 19 15 
85-89 11 8 6 8 11 7 3 15 2 16 5 11 21 7 17 
80-84 13 10 1 3 7 1 5 20 2 14 6 13 20 13 15 
75-79 5 9 3 4 3 1 1 11 2 6 4 14 23 10 10 
70-74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 2 1 
65-69 2 0 2 0 2 0 1 3 0 4 1 1 4 1 0 
60-64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
55-59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
50-54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
No. Case'S 38 39 15 22 37 16 16 56 7 53 23 11 108 56 71 
Median 84.62 85.31 86.25 86.25 87.96 89.29 86.67 83.5 81.25 85.8 85.5 84.42 86.2 86.42 87.8 
Q1 80.96 83.75 77.91 81.5 83.03 86.42 82. 75. 76.87 81.16 80.63 78.66 79.56 80.38 82.25 
Q3 88.9 90.62 89.38 89.6 92.63 93.75 92.5 87.7 85.62' 89.92 91.04 91.05 92.5 92.36 93.41 
Q 3.97 3.43 5.73 4.05 4.80 3.66 5.25 6.35 4.37 4.38 5.20 6.19 6.47 5.99 5.58 
.. 
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TABLE VI 
Grades of 85 Bilinguals and 13 Monog1ots Learning French 
Bilinguals Monog1ots 
Score 1B lA 2B 2A Score 1B 2B 
Freg. Freg. Frag. Freg. Freq. Freq. 
100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 
95-99 5 4 7 3 95-99 1 2 
90-94 4 0 0 0 90-94 0 0 
85-89 9 7 7 2 85-89 2 2 
80-84 8 0 5 0 80-84 2 0 
75-79 8 2 7 1 75-79 1 1 
70-74 1 0 0 0 70-74 0 0 
65-69 0 0 2 0 65-69 1 1 
60-64 1 0 1 0 60-64 0 0 
55-59 0 0 0 0 55-59 0 0 
50-54 0 0 1 0 50-54 0 0 
NoCase8 36, 13 30 6 No.Cases 7 6 
Median 80 88.2 84 85 Median 83.75 87~5 
Ql 79137 85.89 77.5 86.25 Ql 78~75 77.5 
Q3 85 95.94 89~6 97~5 Q3 88.12 96.25 
Q 2.81t 5.02 6.05 5.62 Q 4.68 9.37 
TABLE VII 
Grades of 105 Bilinguals and 107 Monoglots Learning German 
Bilinguals llonoglots 
Score lB 1A 2B 2A 3B Score lB 2A 3B 3A 
Freq. Freq. Fraq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Fraq. 
100 0 1 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 
95-99 5 1 0 2 3 95-99 2 3 0 0 
90-94 0 0 0 2 8 90-94 1 3 7 0 
85-89 9 3 5 8 9 85-89 6 4 12 3 
80-84 0 0 2 3 2 80-84 1 1 6 0 
75-79 13 0 5 6 6 75-79 3 6 22 3 
70-74 2 1 2 1 0 70-74 3 4 4 0 
65-69 1 0 0 3 2 65-69 0 2 8 3 
60-64 0 0 0 0 0 60-64 0 0 0 0 
55-59 0 0 0 0 0 55-59 0 0 0 0 
59-54 0 0 0 0 0 50-54 0 0 0 0 
No.Cases No.Cases 
30 6 14 25 30 16 23 59' 9' 
Median 79.61 88.33 75. 84.17 87~78 Median 85~83 79.58 7,.98 77.5 
Q1 76.7 ~5.83 76.5 76~87 79~58 Ql 76~66 74.68 75~62 68~75 
Q3 88~6 97.5 86.5 87~96 92;18 Q3 89.16 90~42 86~11 86~25 
Q 5.95 5.83+ 5. 5.73 6.30 Q 6.25 7.87 5.57 8.75 
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TABLE VIII 
Grades in Latin and Hationali ty 
Polish Slavio Boham.ian 
Score Freq. Freq. Freq. 
100 0 0 0 
95-99 5 1 1 
90-94 22 2 2 
85-89 21 3 2 
80-84 17 0 0 
75-79 14 2 1 
70-74 7 0 0 
65-69 5 0 0 
60-64 6 0 0 
No. Cases 97 8 6 
Median 84.85 88.33 85. 
Ql 77.23 75. 86.25 
Q3 90.61 92.5 93~75 
Q 6.69 8.75 3.76 
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TABLE IX 
Grades in Spanish and Nationality" 
Polish Bohemian German Jewish Swedish Danish Slavio Italian 
&: 
Soore Norweigan 
·Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Frag. Freq. Freq. 
100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
95-99 3 1 0 6 1 3 1 1 
90-94 6 1 7 11 4 3 4 3 
85-89 4 3 7 22 6 4 4 1 
80-84 1 2 7 24 5 1 2 0 
75-79 2 1 2 14 3 0 0 0 
70-74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
65-69 0 0 0 5 0 '0 0 0 
60-64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
55-59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
50.;.54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
No. of Cases 16 8 23' 82 . 19 11 11 8 
Median 90.84 86~66 86~8 84~58 86~25 90~83 89.37 93.33 
Q1 86~25 82.5 82~67 80~31 81~75 87~18 85~93 85 
Q3 94~16 85: 90~89 89~2 90~31 95.42 92.81 95 
Q 3.95 1.25 4.11 4.44 4.28 4.12 3.44 5 
.. 
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TABLE X 
Grades in German and Nationality 
Jewish Lithuanian 11avie German Polish Bohemian 
Score Fraq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. 
100 0 1 0 0 0 0 
95-99 2 1 1 1 1 1 
90-94 1 4 0 4 0 0 
85-89 4 1 2 13 15 2 
80-84 0 0 0 2 3 3 
75-79 6 3 4 7 5 4 
70-74 3 0 1 1 0 1 
65-69 0 2 2 2 0 0 
60-64 0 0 0 0 0 0 
No.Cases 16 12 10 30 24 11 
Median 79.17 85 77.5 86.16 86~34 80~84 
Q1 75.83 76.66 72.5 78.2 81~66 77.18 
Q3 88.75 93~75 86~25 90.25 88~33 85.62 
Q 6.46 8.55 6.87+ 6.02i 3.33+ 4.22 
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TABLE XI 
Grades in French and Nationality 
Jewish Swedish Slavic Polish 
Score Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. 
100 0 0 0 0 
95-99 4 1 4 3 
90-94 0 0 0 3 
85-89 3 5 6 8 
80-84 1 0 0 12 
75-79 1 1 2 13 
70-74 0 0 0 1 
65-69 0 0 0 2 
60-64 0 0 0 2 
55-59 0 0 0 0 
59-54 0 0 0 1 
No. Cases 9 7 12 45 
Median 89.17 87.5 88.33 81.46 
Ql 85.42 85.75 85.83 77.01 
Q3 97.18 89.25 96~25 86.71 
Q 5.88 1.75 5.21 4.85 
Grades of 458 Bilinguals in All Foreign Languages and 
Nationality 
German J swish Lithuanian Danish & Swedish Italian Slavic Polish Bohemian 
Score Norweigan Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. 
100 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 
95-99 1 12 1 3 2 1 6 12 3 
90-94 11 12 4: 3 4 3 3 31 3 
85-89 20 29 1 4: 11 1 15 48 7 
80-84 9 25 0 1 5 0 4 33 5 
75-79 9 21 3 0 4 0 8 34 6 
70-74 1 3 0 0 0 1 1 8 1 
65-69 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 7 0 
60-64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 
55-59 0 0- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
50';'54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
No. Cases 53 102 12 11 26 8 39 182 25" 
Median 86.38 85.35 85 90.84 86.81 93.33 86.5 80~ 85~35 
Ql. 75.69 80.3 76.66 87~18 82~5 85~ 79.21 78~16 79~S8 
Q3 89.68 88~Ol 93~75 90~41 89~77 95~ 89~75 89.7 89~82 
Q 6.99 3.85+ 8.54-f 1.61.f 3.63+ 5. 5.27 5.77 5.22 
.. 
Number 
of 
Cases 
I 
108 
160 
152 
144 
136 
128 
120 
112 
104 
6 
88 
80 
72 
56 
48 
40 
32 
16 
8 
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